29980 reCore® TPMS 35440 - Blue Cobra® Truck Tire Demount Tool
Special Bonus!
Sensor Saver Kit
Ken-Tool’s patented leather
wheel protector No. 31810
included to help protect
expensive alloy wheels!

$171.39
Watch our video on
www.kentool.com
to see 4 truck tires demounted
in about a minute

Simple. No need to remove the tire or wheel from the vehicle!
Fast. A tech can install a new valve stem in 10-15 minutes.
Profitable. The Ken-Tool reCore® TPMS Sensor Saver Kit will not only
pay for itself after a few uses - it will yield less downtime and increased
productivity.

$299.93

Quickly demount nearly any 22.5” and 24.5” tubeless truck tire, up
to a 425mm on a 13” wide wheel. Allows demounting of the tire without lifting
the entire wheel and tire off the ground - reduces back injuries. Aluminum
bead support to grab the top bead of Super Single and Super Wide tires.

34645 - T45A 37” Tubeless Tire Iron

34549 - Dual Wheel Separator
Use on truck, agricultural, and industrial tires. One-piece
manufacturing process and design assures long life and
superior performance. Heat treated for strength. Use in pairs.

$53.91

35926 - T26B H.D. Impact Bead Breaker
Bead breaker loosens beads with bead-breaking
foot and ram bar, but never cuts the bead of the
tire. The wedge foot is forced between the bead
and rim flange. T26B has exclusive spring-action
design to reduce user fatigue associated with slide
hammer kickback. Breaker is designed for shop or
road use.

$174.97
Makes removing stuck or frozen dual steel wheels quick
and easy. Ideal for use on nearly any truck, bus, van or
trailer that has dual steel wheels.

$205.05

36002 - 4-Bar Tire
Inflation Cage
Mandatory for any shop working with tubeless and multi-piece rims Designed to meet
OSHA regulation requirements for Medium,
Heady-Duty Truck, OTR, Tractor and Super
Singles. Rated up to 130-PSI!

29999 - ValveCapper®PRO
Cap Remover



$526.56



36014 - EZ Tire Rotator ™
Quickly rotate assembly inside cage for
easy valve access! Reduces handling,
back strain and user fa-

Makes it easier to check the
inside dual tire


Core Remover

$140.00



No more moving your rig to position
valve stems just to get to the caps
No more dropped caps - holds onto
caps for removing and replacing
At 11-1/2 inches it has enough reach
to get the job done
Unbreakable under
$9.76
normal use

For Further Information Contact Your Red Line Representative
4151 S. 88th E. Ave, Tulsa, OK 74145
Phone: 918-622-6868; Toll Free: 800-747-9985

35359 H.D.
Universal Wheel
Weight Hammer

31444

Designed for installing and removing clip-on style wheel weights on light to
heavy-duty trucks. Ideal for 16” to 24.5” diameter wheels.
 28 oz. cast steel head with ANTI-MARRING replaceable hammer face
is safe for use on steel, aluminum, and chrome
 Replaceable chromoly steel hook removes all clip-on wheel weights lead, zinc, and steel - no modification needed to fit smaller weights
 Fiberglass handle with ergonomic industrial grip is chemical resistant
and 4X stronger than wood.
 Refurbish Kit Part No. 35360

$40.31

30209 - TPMS Sentry
Sensor Service Tool
Designed to keep the sensor in a safe
and secure position after the mounting
nut has been removed and the sensor is
released from the wheel.

$3.77

Shipped in standard pack of 12

Bead Seating Tool
 Use on Auto, ATV and Truck Tires

 Designed for use on tires up to 24-1/2 diameter
 ASME-UM Certified 5-gallon tank
 Heavy-duty bar valve quickly releases air between been and rim
 Air pressure gauge and safety release valve included for

$245.00

operator convenience and safety

30606 - Pro Lug Nut
Cover Remover

$37.06

35805 - Detecto Mist
Leak Locator
Spray on tire to instantly
detect air leaks, concentrated formula dilutes
with water. 1 Quart.

$9.06
$44.14

Shipped in standard pack of 10

$318.06

34543 - TR43 Basic
Power Wrench Set

35657 - T57®
Professional 4-Way
America’s premier professional
passenger lug wrench for cars, light
trucks, SUV’s, RV’s and vans. Dropforged center for extra strength.
Socket Sizes: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”,
15/16”. Arm Length: 23”

30102 - 3 Pc 12-Fluted
Twist Flip Socket Set
Socket Sizes:
30151
19mm & 13/16” , 21mm
30153
7/8” & 1”
30110-06 3” extension

36016 - EZ-Lift™
Bead Seating Stand
Aligns beads concentrically on wheel for
improved ride and longer tire life. Reduces back
strain when handling 24.5” tubeless tire and
wheel assemblies. Portable for field service, or
can be bolted to the floor. Standard crown for
8-3/4” diameter hubs.

Special coating will not scratch or
damage chrome, painted, or coated
lug nut

Designed for dual nut systems. Has a 13/16” sq. end to hold inner nut,
with a 1-1/2” hex drive to spin outer nut off. Also adaptable to remove
any size nut with TR55 adapter. 3-to-1 ratio provides mechanical power
advantage necessary to remove any stubborn nut found on trucks, farm
vehicles, buses, aircraft and RV’s. Set contains: Power Drive, TR45
20-1/2” Bar Handle and TR46 20” Tube Handle.

$45.10

$400.57

For Further Information Contact Your Red Line Representative
4151 S. 88th E. Ave, Tulsa, OK 74145
Phone: 918-622-6868; Toll Free: 800-747-9985

